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NON-EXPERT SUMMARY  

The INTCATCH project envisages the design and the deployment of a complex technological system              
made up of different software and hardware components distributed across multiple and, in general,              
distant nodes. These software components are conceived to produce meaningful information regarding            
the water quality of catchments and the possible actions to be taken by decision makers, by processing                 
huge amounts of data gathered from many different and heterogeneous sources (e.g., data gathered by               
the INTCATCH autonomous and radio-controlled boats or retrieved in CSOs, imported from weather             
forecast services or existing water quality databases, collected by the volunteers during sampling             
campaigns). 

In this report, we will focus on two of these software components, namely the WAIS (the Water                 
Information System) and the DSS (the Decision Support System) and, in particular, we will describe the                
connection (i.e., the software interface) through which they can profitably cooperate. 

The WAIS (the cloud-based data manager of the INTCATCH Information System) is the component              
where all the domain-relevant data flow and from where such data can be retrieved using a unified                 
standardized interface that allows other remote components to make use of them. The WAIS not only                
acts as a “storage” for all collected data but also as the “data provider” for all such data, regardless of the                     
source, the modalities through which they are collected and their format: as a consequence of this                
design choice all other INTCATCH components can access all the data they need through this single data                 
provider, thus delegating to it the responsibility to gather, store, and make some kind of computation on                 
them. In fact, the WAIS provides facilities for automatically distributing data among multiple machines              
(for scalability and robustness reasons) and to make parallel computation on them (for efficiency              
reasons).  

One of the components that more frequently interacts with WAIS for requesting data inputs is the DSS,                 
that processes measured and simulated environmental parameters, including site specific data (e.g.            
geographical information), meteorological data, hydraulic parameters and water quality indicators, in           
order to provide valuable information for the optimisation of the monitoring system and the              
management of catchments. In computing, connecting two components involves the definition of the             
“shared boundary” between them that allows to exchange information. Such a shared boundary, i.e., the               
“interface”, is always needed and its complexity depends on the characteristics of the two components,               
on the constraints of the interaction (e.g., timing issues, synchronization, bi-directionality) and of the              
communication channel (e.g., data security, communication speed), on the type of data to be exchanged               
and on the physical characteristics of the deployments of the two components (e.g., on single machines,                
on networks of computers, behind firewalls). A well-defined interface is designed in such a way that,                
taking into account the abovementioned aspects, allows for an interaction that does not place              
constraints on the internal structures of the components and can be easily extended when new               
communication needs arise in the project. 

In our case, the interface between WAIS and the DSS has to take into consideration the following main                  
aspects: 
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1. For performance and operative reasons, data are stored and classified in a very different way by                
the two components: a translation between the two “languages” (data models) is thus needed. 

2. The current physical deployment of this part of the system envisages to install the WAIS on a                 
commercial platform of cloud services (e.g., Amazon AWS, Digital Ocean, etc.), while the DSS              
resides on a dedicated server. 

3. The two components are implemented using different IT technologies (e.g., different           
programming languages, different operating systems), the interface between them has to be            
compatible with both of them. 

This deliverable describes the results of Task 7.3, whose main aim was to find a proper communication                 
infrastructure between the two components, to develop a software interface protocol that allows the              
DSS to efficiently retrieve data in the way that meets its internal data requirements, and to verify that                  
this protocol allows the two components to be finalized independently.  

In fact, in a project where many components need to be integrated, developed or adapted to an                 
operative context, it is important to agree on interfaces among them as soon as possible: in this way,                  
knowing what to expect as input from some components and how to give the outputs to other                 
components, the development/adaptation can be performed independently. This strategy takes          
advantages by the possible use of the so-called “stubs” in place of the input components. Stubs are in                  
fact, “fake” components that simulate the real flow of input data using random or predefined values in                 
the same form of the data produced by the real components that are still not ready. Following the same                   
philosophy, the initial responses that WAIS gives as answer to the DSS requests contain both real (if                 
currently available) and random data but in the exact same format and frequency that the real data will                  
have. 

Moreover, since the specification of the two components is currently still incomplete, because they              
depend upon aspects in the project that are still not available or that are not finalized, we approach the                   
development using an “agile methodology” that is based on a frequent release of component versions               1

that are not final but working as expected from an external point of view. All the three components                  
described in this deliverable (WAIS, the DSS and the interface between them) have been developed               
following this methodology. Another hinge of the Agile methodology, that is particularly useful in this               
project, is that components are conceived in such a way that they can be easily adapted to changes in                   
the requirements and features that were not considered from the beginning. 

The software interface and the interaction protocol have been successfully implemented and the TCH              
DSS has been adapted from pre-INTCATCH versions in such a way that it uses data retrieved                
on-demand directly from WAIS instead of gathering them from a pre-populated internal database. The              
two components are currently deployed on the private servers of ALG and TCH and are able to                 
communicate through the Internet using the interaction protocol described in this report. Internet has              
been chosen as the communication infrastructure since we do not have tight constraints on              

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development  
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communication timings, allows communication (almost) everywhere, and because it includes a           
well-known, standard and deeply tested transfer protocol such as HTTP. 

We decided to agree and develop the interface between the two components, before the finalization of                
the components themselves, following a common pattern in computer software development: in this             
way, two groups of developers can work in parallel on the two components after the interface                
agreement knowing exactly, and from the beginning, what the other group expects as input or output. 

Since this is the first deliverable of Work Package 7 and comes before all the deliverables of Work                  
Package 6, in order to better explain the features of the interface, we begin this report with a brief                   
introduction of the WP7 objectives and of the main characteristics of WAIS and the DSS components (a                 
complete description of them will be given in subsequent deliverables: in particular WAIS in D7.2 and                
the DSS in D6.2). Section 2 is dedicated to a compared view of the internal data representation of the                   
two components, in order to highlight, in Section 3, how WAIS supports the internal data structure of                 
DSS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this section we will introduce some of the topics that are needed for the rest of the document. In                    
particular, we will briefly describe the Work Package 7 aim, the WAIS, and the DSS, in order to explain,                   
in the following sections, how these elements are related to each other and, how the WAIS and the DSS                   
can communicate through the software interface that is the subject of this document. 

1.1 WP7 - DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES 

At the core of WP7 there is the deployment of an integrated Information System (INTCATCH IS), to                 

collect and redistribute the domain-relevant data and information from and to all the software              

components of the INTCATCH software infrastructure. While Tasks 7.1 and 7.2 are concerned on the               

Information System itself, Task 7.3 and 7.4 deal with how the hosted data can be exploited by                 

INTCATCH applications (in particular by the DSS) or by the end users through dedicated mobile and                

web applications. From a technical point of view, INTCATCH IS is the result of the integration of two                  

different data storage systems: the BlueGate, a SQL database that collects data coming from              2

BlueBox-compliant sensors (i.e., those on boats or in CSOs), and WAIS (the Water Information System),               

a cloud-based NoSQL data management system, specifically designed to meet the more general             3 4

requirements of the Water Quality domain and of the INTCATCH system, in terms of the following                

criteria: 

● Data-type heterogeneity. In the INTCATCH system, involved data originate from different           

sources, in particular from the standard sensors mounted on the boats (WP4), from new              

sensors integrated during the project (WP3), from weather forecast services, from third-party            

databases (e.g., those coming from the Water Information System for Europe) and from             

volunteer sampling campaigns. 

● Interoperability. The INTCATCH system includes different technological components that have          

to cooperate and interact in order to retrieve meaningful information from the collected data.              

An easy, general, clear and platform-independent way to access those data is a prerequisite to               

reach the needed integration. In addition, in order to allow external components to possibly              

take advantage of the INTCATCH knowledge, support for external INSPIRE -compliant systems           5

has been envisioned.  

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL  
3 see “cloud storage” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_storage and “cloud computing” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing  
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL  
5 http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/  
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● Scalability. Data need to be hosted and re-distributed by INTCATCH IS. A cloud-based platform,              

thanks to its distributed infrastructure, can be properly tailored in order to better meet the size                

and the access-rate requirements. This kind of approach also supports parallel computation for             

complex queries allowing for scalability not only in terms of size but also in terms of time. 

The components involved in the technological infrastructure of the INTCATCH system and their data              

exchanges are presented in Figure 1-1. In particular, the two components whose communication is the               

focus of this deliverable, WAIS and the DSS, and that will be briefly introduced in the next two sections                   

are highlighted in green. 

  

Figure 1-1: The INTCATCH Information System with its inputs and outputs from and to all the 
other INTCATCH and Non-INTCATCH technological components. In green the two components 

whose communication is the focus of this deliverable 

1.2 WAIS: THE WATER INFORMATION SYSTEM 

At the core of the INTCATCH IS there is WAIS, that is designed to meet the data management, gathering,                   
storing and distribution requirements of the INTCATCH domain. The main objectives of WAIS are the               
following: 

1. to give a common interface to all the data, in order to ensure the required interoperability of the                  
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diverse components of the INTCATCH system; 
2. to provide a scalable storage and access to the amount of data that is foreseen to be collected                  

during the project; 
3. to give support to complex queries that will be submitted in order to efficiently retrieve               

meaningful information from the large volume of stored data; 
4. to make the water quality information accessible to the end-users through an “easy” medium              

(e.g., the web); 
5. to provide support for the development of applications and visualizers that make these data and               

information as much useful as possible. 

The WAIS data management system is based on a software component, called ARIS Core Library, that                
has been brought into the project by ALG as background. At the core of ARIS Core Library there is a                    
NoSQL database management system that is responsible to manage, to store and to retrieve the               6

domain relevant data. In INTCATCH, we opted for a NoSQL solution (in particular, the free and                
open-source MongoDB ) because these systems straightforwardly allow for heterogeneous data          7

integration and they are extremely flexible regarding the possibility of deploying data across multiple              
machines, thus allowing the scalability both with respect to the number of accesses and the amount of                 
stored data. In addition to this, NoSQL databases provide support for distributed computation that              
allows for efficient query response.  

While external applications will leverage on the INSPIRE-compliant interface to access the data             
contained in WAIS, in order to blend WAIS with other components of the INTCATCH system, as well as                  
to allow for the integration of data coming from pre-existing Water Quality databases or from other                
providers, following the Agile methodology (as introduced in the Non-Expert Summary), that enforces a              
design that can be easily changed and adapted to changes in the requirements, we endowed WAIS with                 
two complementary mechanisms: 

● support for the “adapter pattern”: to retrieve data from each external source such as weather               
forecast services or to import pre-existing databases, a proper “adapter” (i.e., a small piece of               
software) that translates the new data in the WAIS data model, has to be configured (see Figure                 
1-2); 

● implementation of data exchange web services: to guarantee interoperability between the           
INTCATCH system components, a standardized way to upload new data and to query and filter               
the contents in WAIS, is required. WAIS data exchange web services can be accessed through the                
HTTP protocol and are compliant with the REST specification .  8

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NoSQL  
7 https://www.mongodb.com/  
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer  
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Figure 1-2: The adapter mechanism of WAIS, that allows to import and integrate data coming 
from different external sources, “augmenting” them with the required metadata 

A common interpretation of all the incoming data integrated in WAIS is obtained thanks to the use of                  
proper meta-data that endow each content with a set a common attributes such as time, georeference,                
sensor type, unit of measurement, etc. This allows, from one hand, to retrieve data grouping and                
selecting them per catchment, per type, per time criteria, etc., while from the other hand it gives a way                   
to interpret them in a semantically correct way (for example, in case of different measurement units). 

 

1.3 DSS: THE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 

Within the INTCATCH concept, an innovative software tool will be developed with the aim to provide                

support in the process of taking decisions on the basis of data that has been collected and integrated.                  

The Decision Support System (DSS) will be a computer application that analyses and processes input               

data with the goal to provide valuable outputs to be used by decision-makers in meeting the objectives                 
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according to the Water Framework Directive (WFD) . The DSS will exploit the use of the autonomous                9

and radio controlled boats, the sensors and the DNA test kits, alongside the range of interventions and                 

for the investigation of case studies, and it will be aimed to optimize the water quality monitoring                 

strategies and, ultimately, the management of the water bodies to achieve a good water quality status                

according to an optimal process management. 

In a general way the INTCATCH DSS could be defined as a system that uses a combination of models,                   

analytical techniques and information retrieval to help and develop appropriate alternatives (Sojda,            

2002). Within the framework of the INTCATCH project, the DSS will be substantially aimed to analyze                

the environmental data made available in a selected catchment, with the objective to detect potential               

anomalies and/or deviations from an expected state in the environmental system and allow for the               

identification of the probable cause which generated the perturbation. Through the use of the              

INTCATCH DSS it will be therefore possible to shape and improve a new monitoring strategy based on                 

both the new sensors and devices developed within the project and the existing monitoring net, which                

will allow for the acquisition of relevant environmental information. As an ultimate goal, the DSS will                

be a tool used for a better management of the water bodies and catchments, once identified the main                  

pressures and forcing factors which determine the dynamic of the environmental system. 

From a functional point of view, the INTCATCH DSS will consist of a set of interconnected modules                 

devoted to the execution of specific tasks as presented in Figure 1‑3. The core of the INTCATCH DSS                  

computation is based on the amount of data and information collected, through the interface to WAIS,                

from measuring stations (fixed stations, samplings, autonomous boats) and generated by numerical and             

analytical models (e.g. the hydrodynamic and water quality models which may be developed for each               

site and integrated into the DSS). All these data constitute the baseline for the pre-processing module                

aimed to analyze the water quality status and prepare it for the DSS core-processing module. This                

core-processing module will be implemented on the basis of the DPSIR methodological approach for              10

the identification of the potential relationships between states and pressures acting on a water system. 

DPSIR is a causal framework for describing the interactions between society and the environment. This               

framework has been adopted by the European Environment Agency and the components of this model               

are: Driving forces, Pressures, States, Impacts and Responses. 

According to the DPSIR framework, there is a chain of causal links starting with “driving forces”                

(causes) through “pressures” (e.g. pollutants) to “states” (physical, chemical, biological) and “impacts”            

9 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-framework/index_en.html  
10 https://www.eea.europa.eu/publications/TEC25  
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on ecosystems (structure and function) and eventually leading to “responses” (policy) (Kagalou et al.,              

2012). 

This methodological framework to deal with environmental problems was originally developed as a             

Stress-Response (SR) model and then adopted by the Organization for Economic and Cooperation             

Development (OECD) as Pressures-State-Response (PSR) (OECD 1993; De Stefano, 2010). Subsequently,           

the European Environment Agency (EEA) decided to include two new components, Driving Forces and              

Impact, creating the DPSIR framework (De Stefano, 2010). 

The indicators used for the DSS core-processing will be chosen according to the official documentation,               

as published within the Water Framework Directive, and from an open list of parameters. In this                

document a preliminary set of indicators is presented which is suitable for any investigated river or                

lake catchment. The list of parameters is open and the DPSIR logic will be automatically implemented in                 

the DSS configuration phase for each catchment. 

 

Figure 1-3: The architecture of the DSS 
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2. THE INTERNAL DATA MODELS 

In this section we will introduce the internal data models of the two components. The internal                
representations are, in fact, very different: while the DSS data are organized using taxonomies that               
reflect the semantics of the water domain, the design of internal data model of the WAIS is more                  
operative and follows requirements such as efficiency. In the following Section 3 we will explain how                
these two systems (and their internal data models) become compatible, thanks to the use of the                
WAIS/DSS interface. 

2.1 INPUT DATA FOR THE DSS AND THEIR ORGANIZATION 

A wide set of environmental data and information will be gathered, processed and managed in the                
framework of the INTCATCH project. Actually, all environmental data that will be made available              
through the INTCATCH IS, will constitute the baseline for the description and the comprehension of the                
status of the water bodies and catchments under investigations. These data will in particular be used as                 
input for the Decision Support System (and numerical models where available) which will perform a               
series of analysis and processing operations. 

Generally, environmental data are spatial, temporal and scientific data which are related to air, water               
and soil. This information is originated from many sources and considers various application fields such               
as biology, physics, chemistry, geology, meteorology, etc. All these data are aimed to describe the state                
and temporal dynamics of an environmental system. 

The set of environmental data that will be managed and used within the INTCATCH project will                
consider different types which are (see also D1.2: “The Data Management Plan”): 

1. Data to describe the physical system (river net, lake, reservoir and the relative             
catchment): 

• Geographical information of the site (dimension, morphology, etc.). 
• Hydrodynamic data (flows, velocities, water levels, depths, tributaries discharges,         

intakes, outlets) both from observation and numerical models, if available. 
• Information on the typical flow regime (for rivers). 
• Meteorological data (rainfall, wind). 
• Land use of the catchment basin (i.e. identification of homogeneous areas devoted to             

agriculture, industrial use, civil use, etc.). 
• Presence of known outlet/input on the water body (from industries, water treatment            

plants, channels, etc.). 
2.      Data to describe the environmental status of the water body: 

• Chemical Water Quality parameters (concentrations of P, N, nutrients, metals, pesticides,           
etc.). 

• Biological Water Quality parameters (E.coli bacteria, faecal coliform, etc.). 
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• Physical Water Quality parameters (temperature, density, turbidity, dissolved oxygen,         
etc.). 

• Information on any previously known specific problems or critical issues regarding           
water quality. 

3.      Data from the monitoring carried out with the INTCATCH boats and other sensors. 
4.      Data to describe the use/management of the water body: 

• National Water Framework Directives (if different from the European WFD). 
• List of the main stakeholders involved. 
• Description of the role of each stakeholder in the management of the particular             

catchment/water body (as for example the water utilities, environment agencies, NGOs). 
• Identification of the capabilities of each stakeholder in the management of water            

bodies/catchments. 
• A set of rules/actions to be undertaken on the basis of procedures that will be               

implemented in the DSS. 

Part of this information (which regards the physical description of the basin) is intended to be used for                  
the setup of the DSS and will be classified as “static” as it will not change in time. Differently, the                    
information related to the water quality, hydrodynamic, meteorology is classified as “dynamic” as it will               
describe the current status and the variability in time and space of some parameters. These dynamic                
data are indeed the data of major interest as they will be used to feed the DSS and water quality models. 

To optimize the simulations, the DSS uses an internal organization aimed to classify data according to                
their functional use. The classification, based on key parameters, provide a complete description of the               
different types of dataset to be managed. These information constitute the metadata associated to each               
stored dataset and can be used to classify any kind of parameter. Since this is how the DSS expects the                    
data to be organized, the following classification is part of the language used in the WAIS/DSS interface,                 
as will be described in Section 3). 

A first important subdivision of the various types of data will consider the origin and the way data are                   
generated. Therefore data can be distinguished in: 

● measured data 
● computed data 
● citizen data 
● other data 

Measured data include all the information collected and measured through the existing monitored net              
and tools (such as the autonomous smart boats developed in the WP4) and comprehend a series of                 
environmental parameters which can be, in their turn, sub-classified on the basis of the parameter               
group as: 

● Hydrodynamic data describing the characteristics of the flows and the circulation in a water              
body (such as water levels, velocities, discharges..) 

● Water quality data (including physical, chemical and biological data) 
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● Meteorological data 

Computed data cover basically the same set and range of parameters. In this case, the data will be                  
generated by third-party software applications (for example the DSS itself, water quality models,             
meteorological models) and may include also different data formats. Actually DSS output and model              
output may be generated as time-history series, or matrix data varying both in space and time. 

Citizen data will be related to an observation taken by a citizen or by other kinds of user. Observed                   
data, differently from the measured data, will not be made with a standard validated instrument but                
will refer to a feeling/sensation or generic information (typical examples are the colour of water, the                
smell, the presence of litter, …). 

Other data. This group includes all the kinds of data and information not contemplated in the previous                 
groups. These data refer mainly to datasets generated by external software, data regarding the physical               
and morphological schematization of the catchments, …. The format of these data may be various. 

A second important aspect inherent the classification system regards the typology of data format,              
namely the different way the information can be provided. Five general typologies of data have been                
individuated which are: 

● Sequence: time history data or a generic sequence of data 
● 2D samples: sample data from specified locations 
● Vertical profiles: vertical profile data of single environmental parameters 
● Tracks/Paths: the description of the paths followed by the INTCATCH boats and the data              

gathered by their sensors 
● Rasters: geo-referenced images, with a color code that allows association of a parameter value              

to each color in the image 
 

Time history data, 2D samples vertical profiles and 2D tracks are numerical data which provide               
information about the changing of a parameter in space and/or in time. Tracks data are the data                 
obtained using the INTCATCH autonomous smart boats and report the changing of parameters along              
the path followed by the boats. 

Georeferenced rasters, provide spatial information over a geographical area. These data are normally             
generated by third-party applications and software. Finally another data type of output data will be               
structured in a table format. These data will be generated within the DSS and will contain information                 
related to spatial cells representative of a portion of the investigated basin/catchment. 

A preliminary classification system for the environmental data managed by the DSS (in particular, of               
measured and computed data) is provided in Table 2-1. The table organizes data in functional groups                
and classes and takes into consideration all the main physical, chemical, eco-biological, hydrodynamic             
and meteorological parameters currently monitored under the WFD. The list of parameters as well as               
the organisation of data are actually open and can be modifiable with the inclusion of new parameters                 
according to the update of needs and requirements possibly emerged during the INTCATCH project. In               
order to optimize the complete description of a dataset and the writing of specific queries, the                
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classification is uniformed according to the metadata structure presented in Figure 2-1.  

 

 

 Table 2-1: Some examples of the measured parameters that can be used by INTCATCH DSS and 
their classification 
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Figure 2-1: General structure for data classification 
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2.2 PRELIMINARY WAIS DOMAIN DATA MODEL AND DATA SUPPORT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF             
OTHER INTCATCH COMPONENTS 

The WAIS data model also follows the Agile methodology and is currently based on three main entities: 

● SensorData, that can represent a single measurement of a water quality parameter or the value               
of a forecast (e.g. from a weather forecast service); 

● Sensor, that models the source of any SensorData and includes all the attributes that allows to                
identify the specific sensor as well as  its  peculiar characteristics; 

● Catchment, that identifies a specific water basin. 

The Sensor model has been conceived to represent both real sensors (e.g., a specific pH sensor attached                 
to a specific boat) and also other sources of data (we will refer to this other kind of sources as “virtual                     
sensors”), such as Weather Forecast services or downloadable databases with water quality data,             
provided that a suitable “adapter” is developed (see Section 1.2). 

Although the integration with the BlueGate server, that will allow the WAIS to receive live data from                 
the sensors (those attached to a BlueBox, i.e., on a boat or in a CSO), is expected for M20 (January 2018),                     
the “adapter” mechanism also allows for the import of data saved by the INTCATCH autonomous boats                
in their internal storage during the preliminary currently-ongoing test sessions.  

Those data could be optionally uploaded through the “simulated sending feature” that allows storage of               
the data reproducing the effect of a set of boats that are sending data starting when the upload finishes                   
and with the timing of the real sampling mission. This feature is particularly useful to support the                 
developing of the applications that are also based on live data (e.g., DSS and INTCATCH visualizers). 

Another category of real data that are currently available through WAIS are those coming from Weather                
Forecast Services. In particular two services have been integrated: 

● the Forecast.io   11

● the OpenWeatherMap  12

Both of them provide forecast for at least all European states. 

According to the Agile methodology the current version of WAIS, in particular in terms of data model                 
and provided services,  has been guided by the  the following requirements: 

- to integrate the real data that are currently available in INTCATCH (i.e., the live data coming                
from different weather forecast services and the data logged on the autonomous boats during              
experimentation in the Lake Garda); 

- to support the interaction with the DSS. 

11 https://darksky.net/dev  
12 https://home.openweathermap.org/  
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Thanks to flexibility characteristics of NoSQL systems, and the methodology adopted, all the upgrades              
that will be possibly required to support the whole INTCATCH domain, can be easily integrated at any                 
time, without the hazard of losing consistency with previously stored data. 

3. THE WAIS/DSS INTERFACE 

In this section we will finally describe the interface between the two components, the WAIS and the                 
DSS, what technologies have been used and how the WAIS, through this interface, enforces the               
semantics of the DSS data model by providing responses that are compliant to its internal structures                
and in the form that is expected by its algorithms. 

3.1 THE INTERFACE PROTOCOL 

The communication between WAIS and the DSS will be done through the web using an interaction                
protocol based on the web service abstraction. The term “web service” describes a standardized way of                
integrating different web-based applications leveraging on the most common standards over an            
Internet protocol backbone. In particular, WAIS web services make use of the REST (REpresentational              
State Transfer) paradigm, an approach to communications that runs over HTTP. 

REST provides a lightweight alternative with respect to other standard approaches to web services, in               
particular it allows for an easy implementation of applications interacting with (another application’s)             
web services and requires a very low bandwidth, making it particularly fitted for communications              
through the Internet. REST basically relies on request URLs, i.e., the URL encodes both the specific web                 
service requested, as well as the request parameters (alternatively, the parameters can be included in               
the body of the request). REST can use four different HTTP 1.1 verbs (GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE) to                   
perform tasks. 

For example, the URL used to access a REST web service takes the following form: 
scheme:[//[user[:password]@]host[:port]][/path][?query][#fragment] 

in the case of a GET request, where parameters are encoded in the ?query part of the URL. 

The response to a specific request in REST can be provided in many different standard formats:                
REST-based web services can be found that output the data in Command Separated Value (CSV),               
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Really Simple Syndication (RSS). The point is that the output can                
be obtained in a form that is easy to parse within the language the application in written in. 

As an example of working with REST, we report how the documentation of OpenWeatherMap , one of                13

the forecast services we integrated into WAIS, suggests to use their application program interface (API).               
The following URL returns a JSON formatted document (see below for brief introduction on JSON)               
containing the weather for London. : 

http://samples.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=London,uk 

13 https://openweathermap.org/current  
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A browser interface can be used to interact with the web service, which makes it a lot easier to create                    
the right URL and verify the output needed to parse with the application. 

The data exchange between WAIS and the DSS, as it is commonly done in REST interactions and                 
according to how the data are stored in MongoDB applications such as WAIS, takes place using the JSON                  
format, a simple human-readable text-based format that represents the data record through key/values             
pairs. 

Currently, through this interface, it is possible to query from WAIS the list of sensors that generated the                  
measurements, the list of catchments where these measurements have been taken and to perform a               
search of a set of measurements given some filters and search parameters in the format required by the                  
DSS: in the following Section 3.2, we will give some details on how to perform such requests to WAIS.                   
Moreover, this protocol also gives to the DSS the ability to submit data to WAIS, for example in the form                    
of “alerts”: this will be described in Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.4 we will show some more complex                   
and real examples exploiting the full set of features of the interface. 

Thanks to the adoption of the REST protocol, we kept the sequence of actions required very simple and                  
straightforward (see Figure 3-1), hiding its complexity inside the elaboration, operated by the             
interface, of the incoming requests and the pre-processing of the outgoing responses. The current              
version of the interface meets the current requirements of the DSS and will be enriched as the project                  
proceeds and new needs emerge.  
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Figure 3-1: two sequence diagrams of the interaction between WAIS and DSS 

The INTCATCH DSS leverages on a C# library to programmatically pull and push data through the                
WAIS/DSS REST-compliant interface protocol. In the following, the “wais.host ” will be used to             
specify the address of WAIS host: currently this runs on a local server in one of our laboratories, but in                    
the production phase it will be deployed on a commercial cloud-based platform. 

3.2 HOW DSS QUERIES DATA FROM WAIS 

During its execution, the INTCATCH Decision Support System makes an intensive use of data requests to                
the WAIS, since the latter represents the reference storage for data, messages and decisions in the                
INTCATCH project. 

Since the DSS organizes the data using the specific metadata taxonomy described in Section 2.1, the                
WAIS is able to comply to that metadata architecture, both in terms of requests (i.e., requests to WAIS                  
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can be formulated in terms of DSS metadata) and of responses (i.e., all WAIS responses contains the                 
metadata that are needed by the DSS). This translation is made possible on the basis of some implicit                  
information in the data models and of suitable data structures that adjust the protocol to the specific                 
interaction with the DSS. 

As an example of this interaction protocol, the DSS can ask the WAIS for all the measurements taken in                   
the Lake Garda using the following request: 
http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=Garda%20Lake&page=1  

14

where: 

- http represents the scheme; 
- wais.host:8080 is the pair host:port 
- sensor_data/search.json   is the path (i.e., the specific service contacted) 
- ?catchment=Garda%20Lake&page=1  is the ?query (i.e. the parameters of the request) 

In response to the above query, WAIS will provides the list of stored SensorData, augmented with the                 
DSS metadata, related to the catchment “Lake Garda” and will organize this list “per pages”. The                
pagination of the results is a mechanism that allows to subdivide them in a suitable number of requests,                  
in order to reduce the amount of data retrieved in a single response.The above query gives the result                  
reported in Figure 3-2 

 

{ 
"current_page":1, 
"per_page":50, 
"total_pages":8, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"_id":{"$oid":"58d91eabbddaff6ff7aa7fc8"}, 

            "data_category":"measured", 
      "measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
       …  

 
"catchment_id":{"$oid":"58d91c18bddaff6dea1164cf"}, 
"forecast":true, 
"geo_location":[10.62652587890625,45.60250901510299], 
"measure_name":"temperature", 
"measure_time":1491048000.032, 
"measuring_unit":"celsius", 
"sensor_id":{"$oid":"58d91eaabddaff6ff7aa7e41"}, 
"value":15.89 

}, 
{ 

"_id":{"$oid":"58d91eabbddaff6ff7aa7fc9"}, 

14 No user/password have been used for this example 
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            "data_category":"measured", 
      "measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
       …  

 
"catchment_id":{"$oid":"58d91c18bddaff6dea1164cf"}, 
"forecast":true, 
"geo_location":[10.62652587890625,45.60250901510299], 
"measure_name":"temperature_max", 
"measure_time":1491048000.423, 
"measuring_unit":"celsius", 
"sensor_id":{"$oid":"58d91eaabddaff6ff7aa7e41"}, 
"value":15.89 

}, 
... 

] 
} 

Figure 3-2: an example of the response of the WAIS to a search query. In italics some of the 
metadata required by DSS and added by the interface component. 

 

The meaning of the different fields in the response are as listed below and correspond to the most                  
meaningful attributes of the current version of the SensorData model in WAIS (see Figure 3-2): 

● _id: identification key of the record; 
● data_category, measure_class, …: these are the fields that are specifically related to the DSS 

classification; 
● catchment_id: identification key of the catchment “object” associated to this SensorData. This id 

can be used to request information about the catchment; 
● forecast: if true sensor data is a forecast (it comes from external Forecast Services); 
● geo_location: the geographic position of the sensor that captured the SensorData value; 
● measure_name: name of the measure (i.e. temperature_max, humidity, etc.); 
● measure_time: the time when the SensorData was captured by the sensor, it can be specified as 

an “epoch time”  (the number of seconds since “the Epoch”, 01/01/1970) or as a string in ISO 15

8601 format : “yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS”; 16

● measuring_unit: the measuring unit name (i.e mbar, cm/h, celsius, etc.); 
● sensor_id: identification key of the sensor “object” associated to this SensorData. This id can be 

used to request information about the sensor; 
● value: the actual measured value. 

 

As we described above, the results are “paginated”: with the current settings a “page” can contain a                 
maximum of 50 results, with a maximum weight of about 20KB. If the result of a query contains more                   
than 50 results, the response is splitted in more pages and then merged again on the receiver side: this                   
makes the communication more robust and lightweight. Every response contains the relevant            

15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_time  
16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601  
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information to navigate through the paginated results (see, again, Figure 3-2): 
● current_page: the current page of data  
● per_page: number of entries in a single page 
● total_pages: the total number of pages 
● entries: an array containing all data of the current page 

 

The query shown above requests for all of the data to be retrieved for a single catchment (“Lake                  
Garda”). The WAIS search web service allows for the combination of a set of different search                
parameters in order to retrieve SensorData entries: 

- catchment: name of the catchment, e.g. “Lake Garda”; 
- geo_location, max_distance: retrieve only the data in a specified geographical area, 

expressed as a geographical center (lat, lon)  
and a radius (max_distance); 

- measure_name: get only a specified type of measurement (e.g. temperature,  
dissolved oxygen, etc.); 

- measure_class: retrieve all the measurements of a given class (see the taxonomy  
of the DSS parameters in Section 2.1 

- measure_time_min: minimum sensor data timestamp; 
- measure_time_max: maximum sensor data timestamp. 

 

In the DSS, the communication with WAIS is implemented in the C# language, leveraging RestSharp, a                
simple-to-use REST client library for the .NET framework. Figure 3-3 shows how the same query as                
that described previously (in the web HTTP protocol) can be requested using C# and the RestSharp                
library. 

 

using RestSharp; 
 
var client = new 
RestClient(“http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=Garda%20Lak
e”); 
var request = new RestRequest(Method.GET); 
request.AddHeader(“cache-control”, “no-cache”); 
IRestResponse response = client.Execute(request); 

Figure 3-3: Typical syntax in C# using the RestSharp library for a REST  
request of Lake Garda data from WAIS. 

 

3.3 HOW THE DSS CAN SUBMIT DATA TO THE WAIS 

The WAIS also hosts the results of the INTCATCH Decision Support System. This kind of data, in both                  
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information and decision formats, will contain the geographical location, the state parameters, the             
reasonable and probable pressures causing the anomalies in the selected catchment, and the decision to               
be taken. The DSS results will be stored together with the relative essential input data, in order to build                   
the DSS scenario storage, which will provide an invaluable archive for the catchment management. The               
data upload from DSS to WAIS takes place using another set of dedicated REST services and takes the                  
form of “alerts”. It contains, in addition to the result itself, also the relevant information to identify the                  
context of the elaboration itself. 

The service to add a new “alert” into WAIS can be contacted using a URL in the following form: 

http://wais.host:8080/alarms/add.json 

but, unlike the search.json example above, in this case the parameters are given in the body of the                  
request, since it uses the POST HTTP verb. Figure 3-4 shows how this alert is uploaded into WAIS from                   
the DSS using C# and the abovementioned RestSharp library. The answer that the service gives to the                 
creation of an alert confirms the details of the alert itself (Figure 3-5). 

 

using RestSharp; 
 
var client = new     RestClient(“http://wais.host:8080/alarms/add.json”); 
var request = new RestRequest(Method.POST); 
request.AddParameter(“name”, “Hg”); 
request.AddParameter(“lon”, “10.6712”); 
request.AddParameter(“lat”, “45.5813”); 
request.AddHeader(“content-type”, “application/x-www-form-urlencoded”); 
request.AddHeader(“cache-control”, “no-cache”); 
IRestResponse response = client.Execute(request); 

Figure 3-4: Typical syntax in C# using the RestSharp library for creating an “alert” message 

{ 
"current_page":1, 
"per_page":50, 
"total_pages":1, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"_id":{"$oid":"58d91eabbddcaf6ff7aa7fc8"}, 
"geo_location":[10.6712,45.5813], 
"name":"Hg", 
"value":30.18 

} 
] 

} 

Figure 3-5: an example of the response of WAIS to the insertion of a new alarm 

 
Data submitted to the WAIS (in this case, alarms) are validated by the system: if data contains invalid                  
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values the system does not store them and returns an error response (HTTP code 500 and the response                  
includes the description of the error). Validation constraints depend on the actual data to be inserted                
and new ones can be included in the future. 

 
3.4 REAL-WORLD EXAMPLES 
In this section we will give some examples that are more complex than those given previously. In                 
particular, we will exploit the typologies of the data formats understood by the DSS, showing that it can                  
request the data in the format it prefers (considering that, depending on the specific computation at                
hand, the DSS can prefer a specific format).  

In particular, the mapping between the data format typology, as given in Section 2.1, and the code to                  
give as query parameter in the request to WAIS is given in Table 3-1. 

 

Typology Code 

Sequence sequence 

2d samples 2d_samples 

Vertical profile 3d_profiles 

Tracks/Paths tracks 

Rasters raster 

Table 3-1: the correspondence between the typology of data format given in Section 2-1 and the 
query parameter value used in the following examples 

 

Dissolved oxygen measured by the autonomous boats during a sampling mission  

(WAIS -> DSS, response type: 2D tracks, data category: measured) 

In this example, the DSS requests the samples of one water parameter taken by the autonomous boats                 
during a mission. This can be used by the DSS for assigning the updated value of the parameter to the                    
cell investigated by the boat. The response data type is a 2D track, where the samples share almost all                   
metadata, apart from the measure, the timestamp and the position of the sample. The API request that                 
the DSS sends to WAIS has the form: 
http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=River%20Ter&measure_name=DO
&measure_time_min=2017-02-24T12:00:00&measure_time_max=2017-02-24T13:00:00&message_
type=2d_tracks&page=1 

Where the query parameters are as follows: 
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● catchment: River Ter 
● measure_name: dissolved oxygen (DO) 
● measure_time: from 2017-02-24 12:00:00 to 2017-02-24 13:00:00 
● message_type: 2D tracks 

The request is related to a specified range of time (i.e., the time when the campaign has been                  
performed) and the requested parameter is the dissolved oxygen (measure_name=DO in the query).             
By specifying the response type (message_type=2d_tracks ), the answer from WAIS has the form             
shown in Figure 3-6. 
 
 

{ 
"current_page":1, 
"per_page":50, 
"total_pages":5, 
"message_type":"2d_tracks", 
"common":{ 

"data_category":"measured", 
"water_body_type":"river", 
"catchment_id":{"$oid":"58d91c18bddaff6dea1164cf"}, 
… 
"measure_name":"DO", 
"measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
"measuring_unit":"mg/l", 
…  

}, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"sensor_id":{"$oid":"58d91eabbddcaf6ff7aa7fc8"}, 
"track":[ 

{ 
"measure_time":1491048000.032, 
"geo_location":[10.6712,45.5813], 
"value":7.92 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048001.422, 
"geo_location":[10.6713,45.5814], 
"value":7.99 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048012.943, 
"geo_location":[10.6712,45.5814], 
"value":8.0 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048044.321, 
"geo_location":[10.6712,45.5815], 
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"value":8.02 
}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048056.030, 
"geo_location":[10.6713,45.5815], 
"value":8.01 

}, 
…  

] 
} 

] 
} 

Figure 3-6: an example of the response of WAIS to the request of the data taken during a 
sampling mission, given as “2D tracks” 

 

The common set of field at the beginning of the response are metadata meant to be shared among all the                    
subsequent entries (this avoids useless repetitions in the response). In the case of 2d_tracks , each               
entry in the entries array is a single track, that is defined by the ID of the sensor that took the                     
measurements. In each track of a single sensor, WAIS puts the list of measurements with their                
timestamps and geographical coordinates (in addition to the value of the measurement). 

 

Vertical profile of DO (Dissolved Oxygen) in a point of Lake Garda 

(WAIS -> DSS, response type: 3D profile, data category: measured) 

The vertical profiles are valuable information for the DSS for analysis and understanding of the actual                
environmental water quality state of deep lakes and reservoirs both in deep and surface waters.               
Currently, INTCATCH does not envision any device to directly measure vertical profiles, but they will be                
uploaded into WAIS using external database, such as those that can be downloaded from the websites                
managed by local Environmental Agency. 

The request for a 3D vertical profile has the usual format: 
http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=Lake%20Garda&measure_name=D
O&measure_time_min=2017-02-24T12:00:00&measure_time_max=2017-02-24T13:00:00&message
_type=2d_tracks&page=1 

where the message_type query parameter is specified as “3d_profile ” and where the location             
must be provided (geo_location=10.6713,45.5815 ). The response to this kind of request is            
given by WAIS in the format shown in Figure 3-7. 

 

{ 
"current_page":1, 
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"per_page":50, 
"total_pages":5, 
"message_type":"3d_profile", 
"common":{ 

"data_category":"measured", 
"water_body_type":"lake", 
"catchment_id":{"$oid":"58d91c14567ff6dea1164cf"}, 
… 
"geo_location":[10.6712,45.5813], 
"measure_time":1491048000.032, 
"measure_name":"DO", 
"measure_group":"waq", 
"measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
"measuring_unit":"mg/l", 
…  

}, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"depth":5.12, 
"value":8.92 

}, 
{ 

"depth":4.15, 
"value":8.90 

}, 
{ 

"depth":3.10, 
"value":8.95 

}, 
{ 

"depth":2.08, 
"value":9.01 

}, 
{ 

"depth":1.01, 
"value":9.04 

}, 
…  

] 
} 

Figure 3-7: an example of a response of type “3D profile”, given by WAIS to the DSS 

 

2D samples of a class of measures in an area of Lake Garda 

(WAIS -> DSS, type: 2D samples, category: measured) 

Thanks to the fact that WAIS understands the classification and grouping of measuring parameters of               
the DSS, it is possible for the latter to request, for example, all the chemical/physical measures in a                  
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given area. The request, in this case, is in the following form: 
http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=Lake%20Garda&measure_class=
chemical-physical&measure_time_min=2017-02-24%12:00:00&measure_time_max=2017-02-24%
13:00:00&message_type=2d_samples&geo_location=10.6713,45.5815&max_distance=100.0&pa
ge=1 

Where the parameters are: 

● catchment: Lake Garda 
● measure_class: chemical/physical 
● measure_time: from 2017-02-24 12:00:00 to 2017-02-24 13:00:00 
● message_type: 2D samples 
● geographical area: a circle centered in latitude 45.5815 and longitude 10.6713, and with a              

radius of 100 meters 
In this case, we are requesting all measures of the chemical/physical class            
(measure_class=chemical-physical ) contained in an area of the Lake Garda (defined with the            
geo_location and max_distance, as described in Section 3.2). WAIS also understands the class grouping              
of the DSS, in this way, in place of measure_class=chemical-physical , the DSS could have also               
requested all the parameters in the water quality group (i.e., chemical/physical as well as ecological and                
biological), using the query parameter measure_group=waq . 

The response to this query is given by WAIS in the format shown in Figure 3-8. 

 

{ 
"message_type":"2d_samples", 
"common":{ 

"data_category":"measured", 
"catchment_name":"Lake Garda", 
"measure_group":"waq", 
"measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
… 

}, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"measure_name":"pH", 
"measuring_unit":"", 
"geo_location":[10.6713490,45.5815342], 
"measure_time":1491048056.121, 
"value":8.01 

}, 
{ 

"measure_name":"pH", 
"measuring_unit":"", 
"geo_location":[10.6713494,45.5815321], 
"measure_time":1491048057.431, 
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"value":8.12 
}, 
…  
{ 

"measure_name":"DO", 
"measuring_unit":"mg/l", 
"geo_location":[10.6713490,45.5815342], 
"measure_time":1491048056.122, 
"value":8.43 

}, 
…  
{ 

"measure_name":"Ntot", 
"measuring_unit":"mg/l", 
"geo_location":[10.6713490,45.5815342], 
"measure_time":1491048056.120, 
"value":0.015 

}, 
 

] 
} 

Figure 3-8: an example of a set of 2D samples of measures of parameters in the class of 
chemical/physical, given by WAIS as response to a DSS query 

 

Requesting to perform aggregating computations on measures 

(WAIS -> DSS) 

Thanks to the fact that WAIS spreads its data across multiple machines, parallel computation is possible                
and is actually enforced by the underlying MongoDB engine. This characteristic is very important and               
allows for scalability in terms of amount of data to be processed and efficiency of the response to the                   
queries. The interface between WAIS and the DSS gives access to this feature: in this example the DSS                  
will let WAIS compute the average of the temperature in the Lake Garda within a specified time range                  
(that is given as query parameter as usual). 

The query is, in this case: 
http://wais.host:8080/sensor_data/search.json?catchment=Lake%20Gardagarda&measure_n
ame=temperature&measure_time_min=2017-05-01T00:00:00&measure_time_max=2017-05-24T00
:00:00&aggregate=avg 

With the following query parameters: 

● catchment: Lake Garda 
● measure_name: temperature 
● measure_time: from 2017-05-01 00:00:00 to 2017-05-24 00:00:00 
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● aggregating function: average 

The parameter aggregate=avg tells to WAIS that it should not give the set of all measures that                 
corresponds to the query parameters, but an average of the values. The response given by WAIS is given                  
in Figure 3-9, where the single entry with value 15.023 represents the average temperature of all the                 
samples in the Lake Garda in the time range specified. 

 

{ 
"message_type":"aggregate", 
"common":{ 

"catchment_name":"Lake Garda", 
"measure_group":"waq", 
"measure_class":"chemical-physical", 
"measure_name":"temperature", 
"measuring_unit":"celsius", 
… 

}, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"value":15.023 

} 
] 

} 

Figure 3-9: an example of the response of WAIS, where it is requested to perform aggregating 
operations, such as averaging all the values of the samples specified by the query parameters 

 

2D predicted evolution of pH generated by the DSS 

(DSS -> WAIS, response type: sequence, data category: predicted) 

Using the Numerical model for Water Quality Model it is possible to compute a prediction of a                 
parameter in a given location of the catchment. At the end of the Water Quality Model simulation the                  
DSS post-processing procedures will upload a time history to WAIS, using a POST request (as in the                 
example of the alert, see Section 3.3). The body of the request contains the information of the predicted                  
evolution of a parameter in that location. The request is sent by the DSS to WAIS at the following URL: 

http://wais.host:8080/sequence/add.json 

An example of the body of the request is given in Figure 3-10. 

 

{ 
"message_type":"sequence", 
"common":{ 

"data_category":"computed", 
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"catchment_name":"Lake Garda", 
"source_name":"DSS", 
"measure_name":"pH", 
"measuring_unit":"", 
"geo_location":[10.6713,45.5815], 
… 

}, 
"entries":[ 

{ 
"measure_time":1491048056.000, 
"value":8.01 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048057.000, 
"value":8.11 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048058.000, 
"value":8.09 

}, 
{ 

"measure_time":1491048059.000, 
"value":8.08 

}, 
…  

] 
} 

Figure 3-10: an example of a sequence of predicted pH values for a specified location in Lake 
Garda, as computed by the DSS, sent to WAIS 

 

A georeferenced raster containing the information of the pH generated by the DSS 

(DSS -> WAIS, type: 2D raster, category: computed) 

Georeferenced rasters are images that can be related to a ground system of geographic coordinates (see                
Figure 3-11). The interface between WAIS and the DSS allows “georasters” in both direction: the DSS                
can request a set of measures in this format (for example, in order to have a more compact                  
representation) and can also send the results of its computations in the same format (for example,                
GeoTIFF  images). 17

17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GeoTIFF  
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Figure 3-11: a GeoTIFF raster of the Lake Garda, showing the depths (m) of the lake 

In order to be meaningful, a georaster also requires the information regarding its spatial placement,               
resolution, colour depth and extensions: these are given in the messages together with a Base64              18

-encoded (i.e., the standard way to send binary data inside a JSON message) PNG image, compressed                
without loss of information (i.e., an image format that allows a compression in size but without losing                 
any information contained in the uncompressed image). 

As usual, the upload of information from the DSS to WAIS takes place using a POST request, in this case                    
to the following URL: 

http://wais.host:8080/raster/add.json 

The body of the message contains something similar to that shown in Figure 3-12. 

 

{ 
"message_type":"raster", 
"common":{ 

"data_category":"computed", 
"catchment_name":"Lake Garda", 
"source_name":"DSS", 

18 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64  
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"measure_name":"depths", 
"measuring_unit":"m", 
… 

}, 
"raster":{ 

"meta":{ 
"format":"GeoTIFF", 
"width":"800", 
"height":"1024", 
"bit_depth":"24", 
"bit_depth":"24", 
"projection":"geographic", 
"datum":"WSG84", 
"corner_coords":..., 
... 

}, 
"image":"iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAB4AAAAQ4CAIAAABnsVYUAAAAA3……………" 

} 
} 

Figure 3-12: an example of a raster image, containing estimated information regarding the pH in 
the Lake Garda, given by the DSS to WAIS 

 

In the raster field of the message, the DSS has to specify, together with the image itself, the                  
information that are also needed to place the pixels of the image in world coordinates (contained in the                  
field meta , together with other metadata related to the image). 
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